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ABSTRACT
Background: Among important causes of delay of stroke management and consequently poor prognosis is poor
knowledge regarding stroke risk factors, symptoms and appropriate response to acute stroke. Objectives: To assess
knowledge of stroke risk factors, symptoms, protective factors and management among patients attending
outpatient clinics of tertiary hospitals in Taif, Saudi Arabia as well as to determine factors associated with
knowledge. Subjects and methods: This was a cross-sectional study conducted at two tertiary hospitals in Taif
city, Saudi Arabia. It included a simple random sample of patients attending outpatient clinics of these two
hospitals during the period between 1st May-31st May, 2017 The study instrument used was a structured selfadministered questionnaire, which consisted of two main sections: general characteristics of the participants (age,
gender, income, education), and knowledge of stroke (symptoms, risk factors, protective factors and management
including neuroimaging). Results: The study included 96 patients. Almost two-thirds of them (62.5%) aged
between 20 and 35 years. Most of them (72.9%) were males. Less than half of the participants (44%) heard about
or knew a person affected by stroke. Most of them (81.1%) knew that stroke affects the brain. The highest known
risk factor for stroke was hypertension (37.5%), followed by smoking (10.4%). Regarding protective factors
against stroke, the highest known factor was daily physical exercise (57.3%), followed by healthy diet (26%),
hypertension control (22.9%) and cessation of smoking (11.5%). Concerning stroke symptoms, the most frequent
known were slurring of speech (47.9%), sudden loss of consciousness (43.8%) and sudden face/hand/lower limb
numbness (41.7%). Only 13.5% of the participants could recognize the fact that there is a role of neuroimaging
(CT, MRI) in the diagnosis and management of stroke. Only 6 persons (6%) knew that the expected complications
of stroke as hemorrhage can be seen by neuroimaging. The availability of endovascular treatment of stroke such as
thromboectomy was recognized by only one patient (1%). The overall distribution of the percentage of total
knowledge score ranged between 4 and 56% with a mean±SD of 23.96±9.4. Conclusion: Knowledge regarding
stroke is suboptimal among outpatients in Taif city, particularly concerning role of diabetes as a risk factor, role of
neuroimaging in management. Proper heath education for the general public is highly needed.
KEYWORDS: Stroke, awareness, knowledge, risk factors, neuroimaging.
INTRODUCTION
Stroke is one of the leading causes of disability and
mortality.[1] Its prevalence in KSA is more difficult to
estimate accurately. However, a prevalence of
178/100,000 was reported in a community based survey
from the Eastern region of KSA.[2] Overall, the incidence
and prevalence of stroke in KSA appears to be lower
than the rates in the Western countries but falls within
the range observed among Asian populations.[3]
Among important causes of delay of stroke management
and consequently poor prognosis is poor knowledge
regarding stroke risk factors, symptoms and appropriate
response to acute stroke.[4-6] There is a gap in public
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knowledge about stroke, despite acceptable awareness, in
both
developed countries[7-11] and developing
countries.[12]
In most developing countries, there is no national public
stroke education and awareness programs, therefore
healthcare workers have become an important source for
information for the public in this issue.[13,14]
Before the development and implementation of effective
health education programs about stroke risk factors, it is
important to identify people at risk for a lower level of
knowledge.
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The objective of our study was, therefore, to assess
knowledge of stroke risk factors, symptoms, protective
factors and management among patients attending
outpatient clinics of tertiary hospitals in Taif, Saudi
Arabia as well as to determine factors associated with
knowledge.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
This was a cross-sectional study conducted at two
tertiary hospitals in Taif city, Saudi Arabia (King
Abdulaziz and King Faisal hospitals). It included a
simple random sample of patients attending outpatient
clinics of these two hospitals during the period between
1st May-31st May, 2017.
The study instrument used was a structured selfadministered questionnaire,[15] which consisted of two
main sections: general characteristics of the participants

(age, gender, income, education), and knowledge of
stroke (symptoms, risk factors, protective factors and
management including neuroimaging).
The study was approved by the local Research and ethics
committee at Al-Hada Armed Forces hospital in Taif,
Saudi Arabia. All participants signed informed consent
before inclusion in the study.
Data were collected, coded and analysed using SPSS
software (version 22; SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA).
Since the outcome variable (percentage of knowledge
score) was abnormally distributed as evidenced by a
significant Shapiro-Wilk test (p<0.001), non-parametric
tests were utilized to compare between two groups
(Mann-Whitney test) or more than two groups (KruskalWallis test). P-values less than 0.05 were utilized for
identifying statistical significance.

RESULTS
Table 1: General characteristics of the participants.
Age (years)
15-<20
20-<25
25-<35
35-45
>45
Gender
Male
Female
Educational level
<Secondary school
Secondary school
University/+
Income (SR/month)
<1000
1000-<3000
3000-<6000
6000-10000
>10000
History of chronic diseases
No
Yes
Place of seeking treatment in case of emergency
Governmental hospital
Private hospital
Others
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Frequency

Percentage

18
39
21
10
8

18.8
40.6
21.9
10.4
8.3

70
26

72.9
27.1

4
25
67

4.2
26.0
69.8

35
17
16
15
13

36.5
17.7
16.7
15.6
13.5

78
18

81.2
18.8

72
19
5

75.0
19.8
5.2
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Table 2: Knowledge of the participants about important aspects of stroke.
Frequency

Percentage

36
4
10

37.5
4.2
10.4

55
25
22
6
11

57.3
26.0
22.9
6.3
11.5

40
46
34
42
30
30
24

41.7
47.9
35.4
43.8
31.3
31.3
25.0

Risk factors
Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Smoking
Protective factors
Daily physical exercise
Healthy diet
Hypertension control
Diabetes control
Smoking cessation
Symptoms of stroke
Sudden face/hand/lower limb numbness
Slurring of speech
Severe headache
Sudden loss of consciousness
Dizziness
Sudden loss of balance while walking
Sudden weakness of extremities

Table 3: Factors associated with percentage of stroke knowledge score.
Percentage of knowledge score
Median IQR Mean rank
Age (years)
15-<20
20-<25
25-<35
35-45
>45
Gender
Male
Female
Educational level
<secondary school
Secondary school
University/+
Income (SR/month)
<1000
1000-<3000
3000-<6000
6000-10000
>10000
History of chronic diseases
No
Yes
Place of seeking treatment in case of emergency
Governmental hospital
Private hospital
Others
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p-vale

20
24
24
18
28

16-24
20-28
18-28
12-25
24-35

40.58
49.82
52.90
33.15
67.50

0.060

24
22

20-28
16-28

49.96
44.58

0.394

26
24
24

24-40
16-28
16-28

66.0
46.48
48.21

0.415

24
24
16
24
24

20-28
20-26
13-27
20-32
20-28

52.20
47.26
36.25
53.63
49.31

0.358

24
24

20-28
15-29

49.04
46.14

0.686

24
24
24

16-28
20-28
12-38

47.94
50.97
47.20

0.907
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The overall distribution of the percentage of total
knowledge score was presented in figure 1. It ranged
between 4 and 56% with a mean ± SD of 23.96±9.4.
The highest level of knowledge about stroke was
observed among participants aged over 45 years (mean
rank was 67.5) whereas the lowest was reported among
those aged between 35 and 45 years (mean rank was
33.15). However, the difference was not statistically
significant, p=0.060. Other studied factors were not
significantly associated knowledge regarding stroke as
shown in table 3.
DISCUSSION
Figure 1: distribution of the percentage of the total
stroke knowledge score.
The study included 96 patients. Their general
characteristics are summarized in table 1. Almost twothirds of them (62.5%) aged between 20 and 35 years.
Most of them (72.9%) were males. More than two-thirds
of the participants (69.8%) were university graduated or
above. The income of more than one-third of them
(36.5%) was below 1000 SR/month whereas that of
13.5% exceeded 10000 SR/month. History of chronic
diseases was reported among 18.8% of the participants.
Three-quarters of them sought governmental hospitals in
case of emergency whereas 19.8% sought private
hospitals.
Less than half of the participants (44%) heard about or
knew a person affected by stroke. Most of them (81.1%)
knew that stroke affects the brain. From table 2, it is
shown that the highest known risk factor for stroke was
hypertension (37.5%), followed by smoking (10.4%).
Regarding protective factors against stroke, the highest
known factor was daily physical exercise (57.3%),
followed by healthy diet (26%), hypertension control
(22.9%) and cessation of smoking (11.5%). Concerning
stroke symptoms, the most frequent known were slurring
of speech (47.9%), sudden loss of consciousness (43.8%)
and sudden face/hand/lower limb numbness (41.7%).
Only 18.3% and 22.3% of the participants knew that
there is an interval of time during which stroke patients
can be treated and there is a treatment for acute stroke
attacks, respectively. More than half of the participants
(59.8%) knew that Aspirin is the drug used to decease
the percentage of cerebral stroke whereas 25.7% of them
knew the drug used in treatment of stroke (Heparin).
In addition, only 13.5% of the participants could
recognize the fact that there is a role of neuroimaging
(CT, MRI) in the diagnosis and management of stroke.
Only 6 persons (6%) knew that the expected
complications of stroke as hemorrhage can be seen by
neuroimaging. The availability of endovascular treatment
of stroke such as thromboectomy was recognized by only
one patient (1%).
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Up to our knowledge, no study evaluated the awareness
and knowledge of the general public regarding stroke in
Saudi Arabia, despite its great role in morbidity and
mortality. Therefore, we intended to implement this
study to explore the awareness and knowledge regarding
different aspects of stroke among a sample of patients
attending out-patient clinics of two main tertiary
hospitals in Taif city, Saudi Arabia.
In the present study, 44% of patients heard about or
knew a person affected by stroke. This figure is lower
than that reported in other study carried out among
workers in Cairo university hospitals (91.3%). [12]
However, most of them (81.1%) in the present study
knew that stroke affects the brain.
The most frequently known risk factors for stroke in this
study was hypertension (37.5%), followed by smoking
(10.4%). In a study carried out in Cairo,[12] the most
frequently recognized risk factors were hypertension
(66.3%), stress (47.8%), and smoking (43.5%). However,
in agreement with finding of that study, diabetes mellitus
was recognized by minority of the participants as a risk
factor for stroke. In another study carried out in Egypt, [15]
hypertension, stress, obesity and smoking were the most
frequently known risk factors for stroke and also
diabetes was known less frequently. Also another study
carried out in Nigeria[16] reported that the most frequently
known risk factor for stoke was hypertension and
diabetes was less frequently reported. In Germany,[17]
hypertension, followed by smoking and obesity were the
most frequently known risk factors for stroke. However,
in aforementioned studies, diabetes was reported more
frequently compared to our study, despite that fact of
high prevalence of diabetes in our society. Also, other
studies reported that Diabetes mellitus is generally
insufficiently known as a risk factor for stroke by general
public.[17-19]
Regarding stroke symptoms, the most frequent known in
the current study were slurring of speech (47.9%),
sudden loss of consciousness (43.8%) and sudden
face/hand/lower limb numbness (41.7%). Our findings
agrees with findings of other studies. [15,20] However, in a
study carried out in Egypt,[12] the most frequently known
signs and symptoms of stroke were slurring of speech
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(38.5%) and hypertension (38.5%). This suboptimal
knowledge regarding stroke symptoms was also reported
in USA[21] and Italy.[22]

5.

It had been documented that the early re-opening of the
occluded artery leads to better prognosis in patients with
acute ischemic stroke through intravenous administration
of thrombolytic agents.[23] Unfortunately, only 1% of the
participants in this study could recognize the availability
of endovascular treatment of stroke such as
thromboectomy.

6.

One of the most essential elements in the early
assessment of acute ischemic stroke patients is imaging
with a combination of CT and MRI.24-26 Despite of this
fact, only 13.5% of the participants in the present survey
could recognize the fact that there is a role of
neuroimaging (CT, MRI) in the diagnosis and
management of stroke.
In the current study, only 6% of the participants knew
that the expected complications of stroke as hemorrhage
can be seen by neuroimaging. Civetta et al[27] reported
that a non-contrast head CT may exclude intracerebral
hemorrhage.
In the current study there were no significant differences
according to demographic characteristics between the
participants regarding different aspects of stroke, The
same has been reported in a study carried out in Egypt.12

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
In conclusion, Knowledge regarding stroke is suboptimal
among outpatients in Taif city, particularly concerning
role of diabetes as a risk factor, role of neuroimaging in
management. Proper heath education for the general
public is highly needed.
The most important limitation of this study is the
relatively small sample size. Also, the cross-sectional
study design is another limitation which proves only
association and not causality. Despite of those
limitations, the study carries an important public health
significance in exploring this significant issue in our
community.
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